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Christmas repeats: 
UK PM copies ‘Love
Actually’ spoof 
LONDON: Boris Johnson yesterday faced claims of
plagiarism after copying a spoof version of a scene
from the hit Christmas film “Love Actually” as part
of his election campaign. Britain’s prime minister is
seen in a social media clip taking the part of actor
Andrew Lincoln, who turns up to profess his undy-
ing love for Keira Knightley by showing her flash-
cards. One of the cards Johnson shows a house-
holder in his “Vote Conservative Actually” clip says:
“With any luck, by next year we’ll have Brexit done
(if Parliament doesn’t block it again).

“Your vote has never been more important, the
other guy could win, so you have a choice to make
between a working majority or another gridlocked
hung parliament.” The clip has been seen more than
1.5 million times since it was posted on Johnson’s
Twitter account on Monday, two days before
Britain votes in its third election in four years.

But a candidate with the main opposition
Labour party, Rosena Allin-Khan, had already
posted her version of the scene on Nov 22, as part
of her re-election campaign. “With any luck next
year I’ll be your MP,” the candidate for a London
constituency tells a man on the doorstep, as
Christmas carols play on portable speakers. “And
our country won’t be run by these muppets,” she
adds, showing another card with photographs of
Johnson, members of his government and US
President Donald Trump.

Allin-Khan called Johnson’s version a “copycat”
of her original clip. A third online parody of the
scene has Johnson as the householder answering
the door to Trump, who tells him: “With any luck by
next year you’ll be selling off the NHS.” —AFP

LONDON: Britain’s main opposition Labour party yes-
terday sought to pile pressure on the ruling
Conservatives over state-run healthcare in a bid to
exploit a government weakness and divert attention
from its message on Brexit. Opinion polls show
Johnson’s Conservatives enjoying a comfortable lead
before an election that Prime Minister Boris Johnson
has called the “most important in a generation”.
Johnson’s minority government hopes to secure a par-
liamentary majority tomorrow to help him pull Britain
out of the European Union by the end of next month.

But a ruling party memo published by the pro-
Conservative Daily Telegraph newspaper warned that
just 40,000 votes in 12 constituencies could see
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn becoming prime minister.
The veteran socialist is trying to stage a late surge by
focusing on Tory funding of the taxpayer-funded
National Health Service (NHS) since the party came to
power nine years ago.

Labour claims nearly 4,700 deaths recorded
between Oct 2018 and Nov 2019 could be attributed to
“patient safety incidents” that resulted from NHS
staffing constraints. “The NHS has to be properly fund-
ed and at the moment it isn’t,” said Corbyn, who has
warned that the Tories want to sell off the NHS to pri-
vate firms, threatening its key principle of free treat-
ment for all. “All research shows there’s a very large
number of hospitals where patients are at risk because
of staff shortages, because of a lack of equipment,
because of poor maintenance of hospital buildings,” he
told BBC television. “It is a serious issue.”

Tactical win 
Studies suggest that voters place the fate of the

NHS as the second-most important issue behind Brexit
and Britain’s relations with the rest of the world. They

also point to a general mistrust of Corbyn’s non-com-
mittal position on Brexit - and frustrations over the
Conservatives’ handling of the NHS. Johnson has almost
exclusively focused on his government’s determination
to “get Brexit done” and honor the result of the 2016
referendum on European Union membership.

The Politico news site said “any day that the conver-
sation is about the pressure on the NHS is a tactical
win for Labour”, with swing voters seen as key to vic-
tory tomorrow. “For the campaign to have been domi-
nated so far this week by a row over (accident and
emergency) departments is fairly disastrous for the
Conservatives,” it added.

‘Heartbreaking image’ 
Britain’s partisan media has assumed a dominant role

in the final stretch of a manic five-week campaign that
has seen Corbyn and Johnson spend most of their time
on the road. The Labour-supporting Daily Mirror news-
paper devoted its first seven pages yesterday to the
health of the NHS, a day after publishing a front-page
photo of a small boy with suspected pneumonia who was
forced to sleep on a hospital floor. It followed up with
another of a sick baby resting in an armchair because of
a lack of beds. “Another day, anther heartbreaking image
of a sick child that shames the (Conservatives) of starv-
ing the NHS of cash,” the newspaper wrote.

Johnson drew criticism on Monday when he was
confronted on camera and asked to comment on the
photograph of the boy on a journalist’s phone. He
refused and instead grabbed the reporter’s phone
and put it in his pocket. He eventually looked and
said it was a “terrible, terrible photo” before giving
back the phone. “On the whole I think patients in the
NHS have a much, much better experience than this
poor kid has had,” he added, before saying: “I am

sorry to have taken your phone.”
Opposition parties were quick to share the footage

on social media, saying it showed Johnson had no
empathy for patients. Health minister Matt Hancock
later made an unscheduled visit to the hospital in the
central English city of Leeds, saying he had been

“horrified” by the picture. Asked if he had come
because the Conservatives were panicked by the pos-
sible impact of the photo on the campaign, Hancock
said: “No, what people want to see is the substance of
increased investment...making sure we are dealing
with the problems.” —Agencies

Johnson criticized for response to photo of sick child

Labour seizes on healthcare 
scandal ahead of election 

MORECAMBE, United Kingdom: Opposition Labour party leader Jeremy Corbyn reacts as he makes a
Christmas gift in a reindeer-themed bag during a campaign event at Sandylands Community Primary
School yesterday. —AFP

Irish govt 
stumbles as 
election looms 
DUBLIN: As political chaos reigned
across the sea in Britain, Ireland’s two
main parties have been working together
to limit the damage of Brexit - but not
for much longer. The alliance is cracking
and both are now preparing for an elec-
tion early next year, with Prime Minister
Leo Varadkar’s ruling Fine Gael party in
a ramshackle state. Beset by scandal, the
centre-right party may even be forced
from power before its pact with the main
opposition Fianna Fail expires. But
Varadkar could win a boost if Britain,
which holds its own election tomorrow,
can break the political deadlock over
leaving the European Union. As Britain’s
closest neighbor, EU member Ireland
stands most to lose from a disorderly
divorce.

A Brexit bonus? 
Fianna Fail initially agreed to prop up

Varadkar’s Fine Gael-led minority gov-
ernment in 2016, and the two sides
pledged to extend the alliance through
2019 as Brexit headwinds grew worse.
Britain’s EU exit risks huge economic

disruption across the Irish Sea, particu-
larly when it appeared earlier this year
that it might leave the bloc with no new
arrangements in place. But if Prime
Minister Boris Johnson is re-elected this
week with a parliamentary majority, he
promises to get Britain out of the bloc on
January 31 with a deal.

The end to this period of prolonged
uncertainty could give Varadkar a popu-
larity boost, as the leader who avoided a
no-deal divorce. An October Irish
Times/Ipsos MRBI found Varadkar had a
51 percent approval rating after key
Brexit talks with Johnson, up 15 points in
five months.

Embarrassments 
After nine years in power, Fine Gael

highlights its stewardship of the econo-
my following a ruinous recession, as
well as a new era of momentous social
change. As a mixed-race, gay and
young prime minister, Varadkar himself
is the embodiment of a leader keyed
into the progressive attitude of a liber-
alising Ireland. He took the Roman
Catholic country known for deep reli-
gious conservatism into the landmark
2018 referendum that ended the ban on
abortion.

But the party has been hit by a series
of scandals and its poll ratings are suf-
fering. Mid-November results from a
Business Post/Red C poll indicated sup-

port for Fine Gael at 30 percent, with a
strong lead over Fianna Fail on 24 per-
cent. But Fine Gael was down two points
as Fianna Fail remains constant. Last
month, Fine Gael lawmaker Maria Bailey
was deselected from the party after a
row over her decision to sue a hotel for a
personal injuries claim.

Bailey fell  from an indoor swing
whilst holding a bottle of beer in 2015
and claimed she suffered a back injury.
But she ran a 10-km race in under an
hour three weeks later. With Fine Gael
pushing to reform Ireland’s “compensa-
tion culture”, her actions have been an
acute embarrassment. Last week MP
Dara Murphy also resigned from the
party, after reports he drew a salary
and expenses whilst largely absent,
working in Brussels with the European
People’s Party. 

A Fine Gael candidate in a recent
by-election, Verona Murphy, also apol-
ogised after telling the Irish Times that
members of the Islamic State terror
group formed “a big part of the migrant
population” in Ireland. Fine Gael failed
to win any of the four seats up for grabs
in the by-elections but two went to
Fianna Fail. “The precious commodity
that is political momentum lies not with
the government party but with the
opposition,” wrote state broadcaster
RTE’s political correspondent Micheal
Lehane.

‘End of the line’ 
Fine Gael is also being grilled for

growing concerns about healthcare and
housing. Key infrastructure projects
including a national broadband plan and a
children’s hospital are running at inflated
costs. Some 215,000 children are on
waiting lists for healthcare services, with
more than one in four waiting for longer
than a year, RTE reports. Meanwhile, the
number of homeless families has
increased by 380 percent since Oct 2014,
according to charity Focus Ireland.

Rents have risen for 14 consecutive
quarters, according to property website
Daft. Last week a confidence motion was
brought against housing minister Eoghan
Murphy. With the support of independent
MPs, he won by just three votes. “It is
abundantly clear the administration has
reached the end of the line,” wrote Irish
Times political editor Pat Leahy. —AFP

Bloomberg: 
Solving climate 
crisis requires 
leadership 
MADRID: The world doesn’t need a mira-
cle to tame global warming, just leadership,
US presidential hopeful Michael Bloomberg
told UN climate talks yesterday in Madrid,
calling for an end to government handouts
to oil, gas and coal companies. The self-
made billionaire and former mayor of New
York took a detour from his bid to capture
the Democratic Party nomination and run
against Donald Trump, who has aggressive-
ly promoted fossil fuels and dismissed cli-
mate change as a hoax.

“Beating climate change won’t require a
miracle, it won’t require limitless resources,
it will require leadership and common
sense,” Bloomberg told a roundtable on cli-
mate finance organized by the Spanish
government. “The next president of the
United States should end all subsidies to
fossil fuel companies and fossil fuel extrac-
tion, and that includes tax breaks and other

special treatment,” he said, taking aim at
long-standing policies as well as new ones
put in place by Trump. 

The money saved could be invested in
clean energy “to create a lot of jobs,” he
added. “If we take these steps, I’m really
optimistic we can succeed.” Bloomberg
arrived at the 196-nation talks, set to close
Friday, along with A-list actor Harrison
Ford and outgoing Bank of England
Governor Mark Carney, newly appointed as
the UN’s Special Envoy for Climate Change
and Finance. In the wake of the 2015 Paris
Agreement, Carney and Bloomberg
launched an initiative encouraging busi-
nesses to evaluate and communicate their
exposure to climate risk. 

“Businesses understand what’s at stake
and they are not waiting for better leader-
ship in Washington,” Bloomberg said.
Sebastien Treyer, director of environmental
watchdog IDDRI, told AFP that
Bloomberg’s appearance would “boost
morale” at the talks. “The ‘we are still in’
message is very important and to have a
personality such as his is very important,
particularly since he has a lot of influence in
the New York finance community.”

‘Desperate for leadership’ 
Last week, Nancy Pelosi headed a 15-

strong US Congressional delegation that

brought the same message to the strug-
gling UN talks, where major economies
have balked at boosting pledges to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Elan Strait,
director of US climate Campaigns WWF
said. “The world is desperate to hear real
American leadership on climate change.”

“For years, a variety of stakeholders have
used conferences like the UNFCCC COP to
promote their own views,” a State
Department spokesperson said when asked
to comment. “The United States has been a
strong advocate for meaningful engage-
ment by interested observers.” —AFP

MADRID: Democratic presidential hopeful Michael Bloomberg speaks during an
event on sustainable finance within the UN Climate Change Conference COP25
yesterday. —AFP

Leo Varadkar

Amazon alleges Trump 
abused power in huge 
Pentagon contract
SAN FRANCISCO: Amazon is alleging that US President Donald
Trump abused the power of his office to deny the company a
massive military cloud computing contract, court documents
released Monday showed. The technology giant is challenging the
awarding of a $10 billion Pentagon cloud computing contract to

Microsoft, alleging “unmistakable bias” in the process.
The 10-year contract for the Joint Enterprise Defense

Infrastructure program, better known as JEDI, ultimately will
see all military branches sharing information in a system boost-
ed by artificial intelligence. A heavily redacted filing detailed
alleged errors that ended with Microsoft being chosen over its
Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud computing division, part of
the technology group led by Amazon chief Jeff Bezos, a fre-
quent target of the US president.

“They were the result of improper pressure from President
Donald J. Trump, who launched repeated public and behind-
the-scenes attacks to steer the JEDI contract away from AWS
to harm his perceived political enemy - Jeffrey P Bezos,” the fil-

ing maintained. “DoD’s substantial and pervasive errors are hard
to understand and impossible to assess separate and apart from
the president’s repeatedly expressed determination to, in the
words of the president himself, ‘screw Amazon.’”

The bid protest filed in US Court of Federal Claims urges
that the rival JEDI bids be re-evaluated and a new decision
reached. “The question is whether the president of the United
States should be allowed to use the budget of DoD to pursue
his own personal and political ends,” Amazon said. Amazon was
considered the lead contender to provide technology for JEDI,
with AWS dominating the cloud computing arena and the com-
pany already providing classified servers for other government
outfits including the CIA. —AFP

Co-inventor of 
barcode Laurer 
dies aged 94 
MIAMI: US engineer George J Laurer, who co-
invented the barcode and helped to transform the
retail world in the 1970s, has died at age 94. The for-
mer IBM employee’s funeral was held Monday in his
hometown of Wendell, North Carolina, according to a
family obituary. He died at home last week. Laurer is
recognized as the co-inventor of the Universal
Product Code (UPC), or barcode, which can be found
on millions of products, services and other items for
identification.

The marking - made up of black bars of varying
thickness and a 12-digit number - can be scanned,
quickly identifying the product and its price. In
1969, Laurer rose to become senior IBM engineer
and scient ist  in  Raleigh, the capita l  of  North
Carolina, according to a tribute posted on the com-
pany’s website.

“Only a few years later, in 1973, Laurer went on to
spearhead the development of the now-ubiquitous
Universal Product Code (UPC) symbol that revolu-
tionized virtually every industry in the world,” it said.
Fellow IBM employee Norman Woodland, who died in
2012, is considered the pioneer of the barcode idea,
which he initially based on Morse code. Woodland
patented the concept in 1952 but was unable to
develop it - years before low-cost laser and comput-
ing technology. —AFP


